A 
INTRODUCTION
Many systems exhibit strong interactions between their static and dynamic characteristics. These interactions present special challenges in the optimal design and control (or, co-design) of such systems. Among these systems are some micro-electrical mechanical system (MEMS) structures, such as the study presented here. MEMS devices are useful in many fields, including biomedical and space systems, due to their small size and low power requirements. A co-design approach, using simultaneous optimization of the artifact, or plant, and its controller is effective in designing coupled systems. However, this is computationally expensive. Sequential formulation of these systems would permit easier solution, as well as offering the advantage that the problem can be decomposed according to the areas of expertise required for solution. By modifying the sequential formulation to account for controllability, it is possible to realize these advantages while obtaining a sufficiently close solution to that found in the simultaneous problem formulation.
It has been demonstrated, both in theoretical work and through a variety of case studies, that the design of an artifact, or plant, and its controller may be coupled. The coupling has been quantified in terms of the weight given to the design and control objectives, and special situations where that coupling does vanish have been described in [1] . Strategies for optimal design of coupled systems have been formulated [1, 2] . Coupling has been studied in the formulation of modeling and controller design problems [3] , and has been used in the decomposition of design optimization [4] . Coupling between the plant and controller has been demonstrated to be critical in the proper design of many structural systems with active control [5, 6] , particularly in applications with flexible structures [7, 8] such as aerospace applications [9] . It is also critical in a variety of mechatronic systems including machine tools [10] , automotive suspensions [11] , and elevators [12] , as well as many mechanisms subject to feedback control [13] [14] [15] [16] . In the following study, interactions between the design objective of maximizing the actuator's range of motion and minimizing the response time have been modeled. Clearly, increasing the range of motion leads to a longer response time.
In the next section, the problem of increasing the actuator's range of motion and decreasing the settling time will be Proceedings of DSCC2008 2008 ASME Dynamic Systems and Control Conference October 20-22, 2008, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA formulated, both as sequential and simultaneous optimization problems. Results and discussionare presented in the subsequent sections.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Significant research efforts have been dedicated to the development of MEMS actuators for out-of-plane motion [17] [18] [19] . These actuators have been proposed for applications such as instrumentation for studying biological systems. The particular MEMS device that is the subject of this study has been proposed for a confocal scanning microscope to study biological phenomena that occur on a microsecond timescale [17] . This actuator, as shown in Fig. 1 , utilizes four electrostatic comb-drive actuators to produce an out-of-plane displacement. In order to produce this displacement, each of the four comb drives is excited with a voltage, resulting in horizontal movement ( X) of the silicon shuttles. The micro-hinges on the polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) platform bend as shown in Fig. 2 , and the platform moves vertically ( Z). The amount of movement resulting from the comb drives' actuation depends on both the applied voltage and the physical dimensions of the actuator. 
Sequential Problem
In the sequential optimization problem, the actuator designed by Tung and Kurabayashi, shown in Fig. 1 , is first optimized for maximum displacement Z, followed by optimization of its controller for minimum settling time.
The first optimization is formulated with four decision variables. These are the micro-hinge dimensions t, p, h 1 , and h 2 , as shown in Fig. 3 .
FIGURE 3: MICRO-HINGE STRUCTURE
The design optimization problem is given by (1), also described in detail in [17] .
where is a function of the decision variables, parameters (P), and constants (N). The constraint vector g consists of constraints on manufacturability, stress, kinematics, mechanical and electrical stability, and open-loop natural frequency of the actuator. The natural frequency is constrained to be at least 10% greater than a specified operating frequency, o , for the device. This operating frequency is chosen to be 500 Hz.
The second step in the sequential optimization is carried out to determine the optimal gains for a specified controller structure. In order to achieve steady-state tracking of the command signal, an integral controller with state feedback is chosen, as shown in The dynamics of the uncontrolled actuator are described by the second-order differential equation
where M is a function of the masses of the platform and shuttle, C represents the damping characteristics of the hinge, and K comes from the stiffness of the hinge and the silicon leaf springs in the comb drive. Note that A is a function of , so the Eq. (2) is nonlinear. The controlled actuator dynamics, as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 4 , are described by
where r is the reference signal for the system. The angle is related to the desired output Z through (1). The three controller gains K 1 , K 2 , and K i are the decision variables for the controller optimization. The reference signal is a step input, with a magnitude corresponding to the maximum Z found in the first optimization. The objective function is the 1% settling time t s , as determined by a Simulink simulation of the system.
The constraints are based on the requirement that all gains be positive, that the system overshoot should be 5% or less, and that the control effort available to the system is limited to 25 volts. The decision variables from the first optimization are treated as parameters in the control optimization. It is assumed that the angle is measured.
Parametric Study of Sequential Problem
In the sequential problem formulation, the constraint on the natural frequency of the actuator is active; thus, the optimum is a function of the operating frequency, o . By varying this constraint, different designs are produced. The specified operating frequency, o , for the actuator is varied from 500 Hz to 2500 Hz in the first part of the sequential formulation. The optimization for maximum displacement is repeated, and the controller gains are optimized for each of these designs.
Simultaneous Problem
The simultaneous problem is formulated as a single objective function with seven decision variables. Evaluation of sample design points showed that the Pareto set is not convex, and therefore the objective is formulated using an exponential weighted criteria function [20] . This objective function is formulated in Eq. (5), with weight W ranging from 0 to 1. Higher weights mean more importance is given to the actuator's range of motion, and lower weights give more importance to the settling time. 
Minimize
The constraints for the simultaneous problem consist of the combined set of constraints from the two parts of the sequential problem, with one modification. In the simultaneous problem, the constraint on the natural frequency of the system is eliminated, and instead the frequency of the controlled response is constrained.
RESULTS

Sequential Problem
In the first portion of the sequential problem, the value of Z increased from 0.95 m in the original design to 6.79 m in the new design. This represents an increase in the range by a factor of more than seven. The changes in the decision variables are shown in Table 1 . At these values, the frequency constraint and two of the manufacturing constraints are active. It is evident that the hinge dimensions change significantly; in particular, the overall length of the hinge increases, producing the design shown in Fig. 5 . It is expected that, since this design is not as stiff as the original configuration, it will present a greater challenge to the controller.
FIGURE 5: CONFIGURATION OF OPTIMIZED MICRO-HINGE
In the second part of the problem, the controller optimization yielded a settling time of 0.568 ms. An optimal set of gains for the original design yielded a settling time of 0.208 ms. The optimal values of the gains for both designs are given in Table 2 . At these values, the constraint on the maximum control effort is weakly active. [21] It can be seen that the optimal gains for the new design are higher than the gains for the original design. The settling time is also higher for the new design than for the original one, indicating that the two goals of maximizing displacement and minimizing settling time are in competition with one another.
The angular position of the hinge for both the original and optimized designs is shown in Fig. 6 . The responses are normalized with respect to the steady-state value, which is dependent upon the values of the decision variables found in the first optimization. The response of the original design is represented by the dashed line, and the response of the optimized design is represented by the solid line.
FIGURE 6: DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM
The voltage requirement is shown in Fig. 7 . The effort needed to control the optimized design is greater than that required for the original design. Again, the dashed line represents the original system, and the solid line denotes the optimized system. 
Parametric Study of Natural Frequency
In the first part of the sequential problem, the natural frequency of the actuator is constrained to be at least 10% greater than the desired operating frequency, o , of the actuator. As the specified operating frequency is varied, different solutions are obtained for the maximum displacement and the corresponding minimum settling time. Higher operating frequencies produced lower range of motion, but had a lower settling time as well. The mechanical designs generated by the parametric study are given in Table 3 ; controller gains for each design are given in Table 4 ; and the relation between Z and t s is shown in Fig. 8 . Varying the operating frequency has a large effect on the dimension p of the micro-hinge. This dimension has considerably smaller values when the operating frequency is large, which corresponds to a stiffer system. This also corresponds to smaller values of the maximum displacement, with Z ranging from 6.79 to 1.23. As the operating frequency is increased, the settling time decreased, with t s ranging from 0.568 ms to 0.142 ms. All of these designs have a larger maximum displacement than the original design (shown as a dark circle in Fig. 8 ), and five of them match or improve the settling time. The responses of the designs found are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In all cases, the overshoot is well within the 5% constraint. There is a clear shift in the response as the operating frequency is increased, with a higher operating frequency corresponding to a rapid rise in the displacement. In Fig. 10 , the maximum control effort tends to decrease with increases in the operating frequency. Also, for higher operating frequencies, the fluctuations are not as large as for the lower frequencies, and the effort reaches its steady-state value more quickly. This indicates that, as expected, the stiffer designs produced by a greater value of the operating frequency present a greater ease of control, but achieve reduced maximum displacements. 
Simultaneous Problem
The tradeoff between the design and control objectives is shown in Fig. 11 . These results confirm that the two objectives compete, and that increasing the range of motion of the actuator will set limits on the performance of the actuator under control.
Larger values of W produced designs in which manufacturability constraints are active. No constraint activity is evident at lower values of W. 
Sequential Optimization Results
In considering both sequential and simultaneous formulations for the design of a MEMS actuator and its controller, it can be seen that this problem is coupled. In order to achieve optimal results for a given application, it is necessary to consider the coupling. The coupling can be addressed either by including natural frequency as a measure of controllability in a sequential formulation, or by formulating the problem as a simultaneous optimization. 
DISCUSSION
The physical dimensions of the actuator and the controller gains are clearly quite different in the two problem solutions. In the sequential problem, for each value of o , the actuator has a long, thin configuration. In the simultaneous problem, the resulting configurations vary considerably, with some of them long and thin and others considerably thicker. Despite these differences, the solutions found in the sequential problem constrained by the natural frequency of the actuator closely track the Pareto curve generated by the simultaneous problem, as shown in Fig. 11 . For a given application, therefore, there may be more than one design available to satisfy the requirements on displacement and settling time. This also indicates that, for this choice of decision variables and controller architecture, either solution method will produce a set of optimal solutions. Each method presents its own advantages and challenges.
The sequential problem offers the advantage of less computational effort. For a typical point, 68 function calls are required for the artifact optimization, and 59 function calls for the control optimization, with only the control optimization involving simulation. By contrast, generation of a typical point for the simultaneous problem requires 137 function calls, all of which require simulation. However, in the sequential formulation, it is not obvious what value of the operating frequency o would yield a particular settling time t s . Furthermore, there is no way to be certain how much of the Pareto set is included in the sequential solution. The sequential approach also offers an operational advantage, since expertise in the design of the artifact and in controller design may be located in different departments within an organization.
The simultaneous problem, as stated, requires more computational effort. Furthermore, if the Pareto set is non-convex, as in this case, special care must be taken in formulating a combined objective function. A linear combination, which is often used in multi-objective optimization problems, will not generate the full set of Pareto optimal points.
Overall, sequential optimization utilizing the natural frequency to ensure controllability is the preferred method for this problem. It produces a set of optimal designs with less computational effort than the simultaneous solution method. While it would not produce the full set of designs without some tuning of the natural frequency constraint, it does generate a range of designs which could be used in a variety of different applications of the device.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
While sequential optimization using the natural frequency as a controllability surrogate is effective for this actuator, this is not true in all cases. In many systems, the natural frequency is a poor predictor of controllability. Future work will evaluate the conditions under which the natural frequency of a system is an effective surrogate for controllability, and will also study alternative measures of controllability that can be included in a sequential problem formulation.
